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Grammatical categories, such as noun and verb, are the building
blocks of syntactic structure and the components that govern the
grammatical patterns of language. However, in many languages
words are not explicitly marked with their category information,
hence a critical part of acquiring a language is categorizing the
words. Computational analyses of child-directed speech have
shown that distributional information—information about how
words pattern with one another in sentences—could be a useful
source of initial category information. Yet questions remain as to
whether learners use this kind of information, and if so, what kinds
of distributional patterns facilitate categorization. In this paper we
investigated how adults exposed to an artificial language use dis-
tributional information to categorize words. We compared training
situations in which target words occurred in frames (i.e., sur-
rounded by two words that frequently co-occur) against situations
in which target words occurred in simpler bigram contexts (where
an immediately adjacent word provides the context for categoriza-
tion). We found that learners categorized words together when
they occurred in similar frame contexts, but not when they
occurred in similar bigram contexts. These findings are particularly
relevant because they accord with computational investigations
showing that frame contexts provide accurate category informa-
tion cross-linguistically. We discuss these findings in the context
of prior research on distribution-based categorization and the
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broader implications for the role of distributional categorization in
language acquisition.

� 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Grammatical categories—e.g., noun, verb, adjective, etc.—are the building blocks that structure
human languages and the units over which syntactic and morphological processes operate. Across
typologically diverse languages, categories govern the ordering of words in sentences and the combi-
nations of affixes and word stems. For example, in the sentence Anna is kicking the ball, the stem kick-
occurs with the inflection –ing and follows the auxiliary verb is by virtue of being a verb, and in par-
ticular, a verb marked with present progressive tense and aspect. Because syntactic processes apply to
categories, the present progressive morphosyntax does not need to be learned or represented, item by
item, for each verb of English; rather, a word’s status as a verb is sufficient for licensing its occurrence
in this construction. Moreover, when hearing an unfamiliar word in this construction—e.g., is lorping—
an English speaker can identify lorp as a verb stem, and then, by virtue of the category, knows a host of
other operations and constructions available to the stem. For example, the speaker knows that the
stem can be inflected with a past-tense morpheme to form lorped, and that it can be sequenced with
a different auxiliary verb to form will lorp, and so on. In sum, categories provide language users with an
efficient and powerful means of representing regularities in linguistic structures and processes.

However, words do not appear in utterances explicitly marked with category information, so there
is a puzzle as to how speakers first acquire the knowledge that allows them to leverage the power of
categories. Consider the previous lorp example: An English speaker can use her implicit knowledge of
English syntax to identify the structural position of lorp in the sentence as the head of a verb phrase
(VP), and thus categorize lorp as a verb. But novice English learners cannot call on this knowledge, as it
is precisely the mapping of surface strings—e.g., is lorping—to syntactic structures—e.g., VP—that they
are in process of learning. Learners must therefore be able to assign at least some words in an utter-
ance to categories in order to be able to learn about the abstract grammatical patterns in their lan-
guage in the first place. How do language learners take the first steps in assigning words to
categories? What information could they use to initially categorize words?

In this paper, we provide new evidence that learners perform distributional analyses of the
sequences of words in their input and form categories of words that appear in similar distributional
contexts. For example, using distributional information, a learner could analyze the utterance Can
you lorp it? and categorize lorp with other verbs, not by identifying the position of lorp as the head
of a VP, but by categorizing it with other words that occur in similar contexts. This is because words
in English that are immediately surrounded by you and it are almost exclusively verbs. While other
studies have presented similar evidence (Mintz, 2002; Reeder, Newport, & Aslin, 2013), our findings
are significant because they demonstrate that learners are especially responsive to a particular type
of distributional pattern called a frequent frame (like the English you_it frame just mentioned), which
has been shown computationally to be an especially accurate source of grammatical category informa-
tion cross-linguistically (Chemla, Mintz, Bernal, & Christophe, 2009; Erkelens, 2009; Stumper,
Bannard, Lieven, & Tomasello, 2011; Wang, Hohle, Ketrez, Kuntay, & Mintz, 2011; Weisleder &
Waxman, 2010). Our study thus sheds light on the particular kinds of distributional patterns to which
human learners attend, and their potential relevance in human language acquisition. Furthermore,
some studies have only found evidence of distributionally-based categorization in situations where
grammatical categories were also marked by converging sources of information, such as semantic
or phonological information (Braine, 1987; Frigo & McDonald, 1998; Gomez & Lakusta, 2004; Smith,
1966). Counter to those findings, we show that learners can acquire categories solely from
distributional information (Mintz, 2002, 2011; Reeder et al., 2013), and we propose an account that
unifies the apparent discrepancies in prior research on distributional categorization.
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1.1. Grammatical categories and distributional analyses

The idea of associating lexical categories with distributional patterns can be traced at least to the
beginning of modern linguistic theory. Indeed, in early accounts, categories were defined by co-occur-
rence patterns (Bloomfield, 1933), and some theories treated category labels as mere notational con-
veniences to stand in for the distributional patterns in which words occurred (Harris, 1951). In
language acquisition, the proposal that learners initially categorize words using distributional infor-
mation plays a role in diverse approaches (Gomez & Gerken, 1999; Gomez & Lakusta, 2004;
Maratsos, 1982; Maratsos & Chalkley, 1980; Mintz, 2002, 2003; Mintz, Newport, & Bever, 2002;
Redington, Chater, & Finch, 1998; Reeder et al., 2013; St. Clair, Monaghan, & Christiansen, 2010;
Tomasello, 2000; Wang et al., 2011 among others). The central idea is that the abstract syntactic struc-
tures that involve lexical categories—e.g., syntactic phrases—give rise to regularities and patterns in
the actual sequences of words (or morphemes) in utterances, that is, in the sequences to which the
learner is exposed. The hypothesis is that these patterns are sufficient for making an initial assignment
of some words to categories. To take a straightforward example, while a syntactic description of a
noun phrase in English is abstract (say, [NPDET(erminer) Noun-NUM]), it nevertheless results in actual
phrases that have a discernable pattern: the car, the road, the story, the cars, the roads, the stories, a
car, a road, a story, some cars, some roads, some stories, and so on. The nouns in these phrases share
a range of overlapping lexical (and morphological) contexts. If learners could detect these patterns,
they could, in principle, categorize words together by virtue of their occurrence in overlapping sets
of patterns.

The idea of distributional analysis is an important component even of theories that posit different
means for initially grouping words together. For instance, Pinker’s semantic bootstrapping theory
(Pinker, 1984) incorporates ‘‘structure dependent distributional learning.’’ This is essentially a form
of distributional analysis that is constrained to operate over syntactic constituents, such as NPs and
VPs. For example, a learner might carry out a distributional analysis of a noun phrase to discover that
a previously uncategorized word is a determiner. A critical aspect of structure dependent
distributional learning is that the learner must already have acquired sufficient syntactic knowledge
to be able to identify syntactic constituents. It was therefore not intended as a mechanism for initially
discovering category relationships among words. Indeed, Pinker argued that the distributional pat-
terns that children encounter are too variable to be useful as an initial source of category information,
and would even be misleading (for discussion, see Mintz et al., 2002; Redington et al., 1998; Reeder
et al., 2013).

The recent interest in the role of distribution-based categorization in language acquisition has
been driven in part by research analyzing distributional patterns in child-directed speech across
a variety of languages. These analyses challenged criticisms of distributional approaches by show-
ing that computationally simple distributional patterns in fact provide very accurate categorizations
of words and morphemes (Cartwright & Brent, 1997; Chemla et al., 2009; Mintz, 2003; Mintz et al.,
2002; Redington et al., 1998; St. Clair et al., 2010; Weisleder & Waxman, 2010). One discovery, out
of which the present study was developed, was of a particularly powerful yet simple distributional
pattern called a frequent frame (Mintz, 2003). Mintz defined a frequent frame as a frequently occur-
ring two-word sequence (the frame) in which the two words were separated by one intervening
word position. The frame you_it, discussed earlier, is one such frame in English child-directed
speech, and contains a large number of different verbs (Mintz, 2003). Researchers have found sim-
ilar patterns in French (Chemla et al., 2009) and Spanish (Weisleder & Waxman, 2010). That said,
the category information provided by frequent lexical frames in child-directed German—a language
that has more variable word order—is not as robust as in those other languages (Stumper et al.,
2011; Wang et al., 2011). This result could be taken as evidence that frequent frames, and perhaps
distributional information in general, may be less useful for languages with freer word order. How-
ever, analyses in which morphemes in German were treated as the distributional units, frequent
(morpheme) frames resulted in category generalizations that approached the accuracy of those in
English (Wang et al., 2011). Moreover, morphological frequent frames also yielded highly accurate
categories in Turkish, a language with rich inflectional morphology and minimal syntactic regulation
of word order (Wang et al., 2011; for related findings in Dutch, see Erkelens, 2009). Those findings
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suggest that distributional information, when adapted to the level of representation where the gram-
mar has most influence on surface sequences, is a cross-linguistically a rich source of category
information.

Although frames are relatively simple distributional contexts, other studies investigated distribu-
tional analyses based on even simpler bigrams, in which one word is treated as a context for catego-
rizing an immediately adjacent word—e.g., the car, a car, the book, a book, car is, book is, etc. In those
studies, a target word’s distributional context was represented as a multidimensional vector that
encoded information about the identity of words occurring in sequences with the target word, includ-
ing the position relative to the target word and the frequency at that position. The context of each tar-
get word was then compared to every other one by numerically comparing their context vectors; a
hierarchical cluster analysis was used to group words together that had highly overlapping distribu-
tional contexts. This procedure resulted in a number of groupings that were very accurate with respect
to linguistic categories, but also resulted in some relatively large categories that were incoherent with
respect to actual form-class categories (Mintz & Newport, 1995; Mintz et al., 2002; Redington et al.,
1998). Thus, although bigrams are formally simpler contexts, in some analyses they resulted in less
accurate categories compared to frames.

A more recent approach using a connectionist modeling framework and a supervised learning algo-
rithm evaluated models’ ability to generalize after being trained on the association of specific contexts
with categories (St. Clair et al., 2010). St. Clair et al. analyzed a variety of models that considered dif-
ferent types of distributional contexts, one of which they called flexible frames. Flexible frames are sim-
ilar to frequent frames in that they involve trigram sequences in which the first and last word are
contexts for categorizing the medial word. However, the first and last words of a flexible frame are
not explicitly treated as a unit (i.e., as a distinct frame). St. Clair et al. compared connectionist models
trained to associate flexible frames with categories to those trained to associate frequent frames with
categories. In the case of flexible frames, a training trial for a trigram sequence XTY involved activating
one input node for each of the context words in the two bigrams (i.e., one for the X_ context, one for
the _Y context), and activating an output node corresponding to the category of the target word, T. In
contrast, training in their frequent frame model involved activating one input node for the X_Y frame
and the output node for the category of the target, T. Thus, for a given trigram, the representations of
flexible frames and frequent frames captured the same two contexts words, but in the flexible frames
model, they were presented simultaneously as two independent contexts. Thus, the ‘‘flexible’’ moniker
captures the idea that the model represents the framing elements as independent words participating
in bigram patterns with the target, but, by virtue of their simultaneous presentation, it can also
incorporate the frame organization (i.e., the co-occurrence of X_ and _Y) to the degree that it benefits
categorization. St. Claire et al. reported higher categorization scores for flexible frames over frequent
frames, and argued that a learner would be more successful by considering bigrams (in a trigram con-
text) as opposed to frames, or bigrams alone. Thus, similar to previous computational analyses, St.
Clair et al. (2010) concluded that distributional patterns provide a rich source of category information,
but they argued that considering the bigrams that constitute frames is advantageous over considering
only frames.

In summary, the broad range of computational analyses on typologically diverse languages suggest
that distributional information computed by relatively simple learning mechanisms could provide a
linguistically informative initial sorting of words into categories. However, proposals differ on the
types of distributional information they claim is important for human learners, in particular, whether
learners attend primarily to bigrams1 or to frame contexts. Moreover, the computational findings offer
no indication of whether learners actually use distributional information to categorize words, and if so,
what kind. Thus, a key question for this study was to assess learners’ ability to form categories when
category information is carried by frames compared to when category information is carried only by
patterns involving bigrams.
1 We use the term bigram context to refer to a sequence where one word provides the context for categorizing an adjacent word.
Technically, the context is a unigram, but it is conventional to refer to the entire bigram sequence when describing this scenario.
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1.2. Behavioral investigations of distributional category learning

Many of the early behavioral studies that investigated distributional analyses suggested that learn-
ers cannot use distributional information alone as a basis for categorization (Braine et al., 1990; Frigo
& McDonald, 1998; Gerken, Wilson, & Lewis, 2005; Smith, 1969). Subjects in those studies were shown
to generalize from a particular distributional cue only when the cue correlated with some other source
of category information, for example, semantic or phonological information. This issue is important
because, although semantic and phonological properties do pattern with distributional information
and category status, there are important limitations to how informative those sources might be for
infants’ initial category generalizations. In the case of semantic co-occurrences, the correspondences
between semantic and syntactic categories in natural language are not nearly as tight as they typically
are in laboratory settings. In some cases, semantic information is completely uncorrelated, as in the
case of grammatical gender marking (Maratsos, 1982). In other cases, semantic-syntactic correspon-
dences go against the canonical patterns. For example, while one might assume that nouns typically
refer to concrete objects, many very common nouns do not: For instance, the noun in, a walk, refers to
a very actiony concept. Examples like this are by no means the exception in speech to children
(Maratsos & Chalkley, 1980). Moreover, there is considerable controversy in the field as to whether
the semantic referents of all but a few nouns can be gleaned from situational observation, without first
knowing something about their category and the syntactic structures in which they are situated
(Fisher, Hall, Rakowitz, & Gleitman, 1994; Gleitman, 1990; Gleitman, Cassidy, Nappa, Papafragou, &
Trueswell, 2005; Gleitman & Gleitman, 1992). There is also evidence that access to semantic informa-
tion might hinder the learning of distributional associations (Arnon & Ramscar, 2012). It is therefore
reasonable to be cautious in generalizing from the laboratory findings regarding correlated semantic
cues to natural language acquisition more broadly.

In the case of phonological and syntactic co-occurrences, it is important to consider that while
there is considerable cross linguistic overlap in the cues that differentiate open and closed class words
(Shi, Morgan, & Allopenna, 1998), the particular phonological properties that correlate with grammat-
ical categories within those classes (e.g., between nouns and verbs) differ across languages, and in
some instances they even pattern in contradictory ways (Monaghan, Christiansen, & Chater, 2007).
Since the learner cannot know ahead of time which phonological property or properties are correlated
with grammatical category for the language they are learning (or how they are correlated), it would be
necessary for them to have a representation of at least some rudimentary categories in order to deter-
mine which phonological properties were relevant. In principle, distributional information could pro-
vide this initial categorization. For these reasons, it is worthwhile to understand learners’ capacities
and limitations in forming category generalizations from distributional information alone. Proto-cat-
egories formed in this way could then serve as a foundation for discovering how other cues (e.g., pho-
nological cues) pattern with those categories.

Interestingly, many (although not all) of the experiments that failed to find evidence of categoriza-
tion in the absence of correlated cues involved bigram patterns in which one word was the context for
categorizing an immediately adjacent word. In contrast, more recent studies (with adults and infants)
that involved distributional information that was more similar to the frames described earlier have
shown that learners can use distributional information alone to categorize unfamiliar words (Mintz,
2002, 2006a, 2011; Reeder et al., 2013). For example, Mintz (2006a) exposed 12-month-old infants
to nonsense words (e.g., lonk, deeg) in otherwise normal English sentences, where the words appeared
in several frequently occurring noun frames (e.g., I see the lonk in the room!), or in several frequently
occurring verb frames (e.g., I see you deeg it!). The training material thus involved distributional pat-
terns within the experiment itself (e.g., nonsense verbs occurred in many of the same frames), as well
as links to distributionally informative patterns in English. Infants listening times when tested on
‘grammatical’ and ‘ungrammatical’ sentences involving the nonsense words suggested that they had
categorized the words. Of course, since the words, although meaningless, were in English construc-
tions, it is possible that 12-month-olds brought to bear syntactic knowledge that they had already
acquired to categorize the nonsense words (as in the earlier kick example). In that case, categorization
would not have been due purely to the distributional patterns in the word sequences, but could have
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been aided by the learners’ syntactic knowledge of English (rudimentary though it may be at
12 months).

However, there are studies with adults that clearly involve only distributional information. Mintz
(2002) exposed adults to miniature artificial languages in which target words occurred within frames.
Learners were exposed to training material in which a set of target words occurred in a highly over-
lapping set of frames, providing distributional support for treating the target words as members of a
category. Some contexts occurred with only a subset of the target words during training, yet in testing,
learners’ responses indicated that they generalized from the contexts in which all the target words
occurred to the more limited contexts, and treated the occurrences of previously unattested words
in those contexts as natural. The best explanation of these results was that learners treated the target
words as a category, and generalized properties that were observed for only some of the members—
i.e., a specific context in which they appeared—to all members.

Reeder et al. (2013) further explored the conditions under which learners generalize from distribu-
tional information. As in Mintz (2002), they exposed learners to target words in the context of frames
(although, they did not argue that frames, as such, played a critical role in the successful categorization
behavior in their experiments). However, in a series of experiments they further manipulated the
distributional properties of the contexts to investigate how two variables—density and overlap—
contribute to category generalization. Density refers to the number of different contexts in which
the target words occur, and overlap refers to the degree to which different target words share contexts
(that is, how much their sets of contexts overlap). In particular, they asked how these variables influ-
ence learners’ treatment of gaps in a distributional paradigm: Under what conditions do they judge the
missing sentences to be grammatical (thus, concluding that the gaps were accidental), and under what
conditions do the gaps signal that the missing sentences are not part of the language (i.e., ungrammat-
ical)? Reeder et al. found that when overlap was robust, learners treated unattested but distributionally
supported strings as grammatical, as though their absence during training was accidental. However, in
conditions where there was less overlap in the sets of contexts in which target words occurred, learners
were less likely to generalize grammaticality to sentences that they had not heard during the training
phase. The findings suggest that in the latter situation, learners did not form categories, even though
there was some distributional support for category generalization. Thus, as well as strengthening sup-
port of the hypothesis that learners can form categories from distributional information alone, Reeder
et al. (2013) demonstrated the importance of context overlap on distributional category generalization.

Returning to the question of the particular distributional contexts that facilitate category general-
ization, the range of factors that varied across behavioral studies on distributional categorization make
it difficult to compare, post hoc, the effectiveness of frames and bigrams. Moreover, in cases where
categorization was found in frame contexts, the benefit provided by frames per se is unclear because
every instance in which a word occurs within a frame, it also occurs in two bigrams. Hence, it is pos-
sible that subjects’ category generalization in frame constructions (Mintz, 2002; Reeder et al., 2013)
was really due to the presence of multiple bigram contexts (St. Clair et al., 2010), not frames per se.
Furthermore factors such as degree of overlap (Reeder et al., 2013) might have been more favorable
for categorization and generalization in the studies just discussed, in comparison to prior studies that
failed to show categorization from bigram patterns without converging cues.

1.3. The present study

In this study we addressed this question by explicitly comparing learners’ category generalizations
when distributional information was supplied by frames versus when it was supplied only by bigrams.
We ask whether frequent frames offer some special advantage in distributional category learning,
beyond simply being the sum of two bigrams. This is an important question because understanding
the distributional contexts that facilitate categorization provides critical insight into the mechanisms
that may be involved in a fundamental process of language acquisition.

To address this question, we carried out three experiments in which we exposed adult subjects to
samples of a simple artificial language. The language had no meaning, but the distributional patterns
in which certain words occurred provided a basis for treating them as members of a category. Across
experiments, we varied the nature of the distributional information, in particular, whether the
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distributional information included frequent frames, or only bigrams. Critically, the information con-
tained in the bigrams was similar across experiments, while the information contained by frames var-
ied, allowing us to determine the degree to which learners depended on frames to categorize words.
2. Experiment 1

In Experiment 1 we provided distributional information in frequently occurring frames, and by
consequence in the bigram patterns that necessarily result. The goal of this experiment was to
establish whether subjects would generalize the distributional privileges of a word to contexts in
which the word has not been experienced, based on its similarity of patterning with other words. Such
a finding would demonstrate that learners formed a category using distributional information in the
linear word sequences and generalized the word’s distributional privileges from its category member-
ship. This would replicate findings from recent work, but with different materials and implementing
more complex distributional properties (see Section 2.1.2). But critically, the results from Experiment
1 will be compared to those of Experiments 2 & 3 to elucidate the particular kinds of distributional
properties to which learners attend when categorizing words. In particular, the comparison will
shed light on the question of whether learners use frames when categorizing words from lexical
co-occurrence patterns, above and beyond the two bigrams that make them up.

2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Subjects
Twelve college students participated in the experiment for partial satisfaction of course require-

ments. Subject were randomly assigned to one of the two counterbalanced training groups, resulting
in six subjects per group. We established an exclusion criterion such that subjects performing at or
below 50% correct on trials that compared repeated to scrambled sentences would not be used,
however all subjects performed above the exclusion threshold.

2.1.2. Materials and design
Broadly, the language was comprised of two distributional paradigms (A and B), each of which pro-

vided distributional evidence for a distinct grammatical category. Each sentence in the language
belonged to one of these paradigms and contained a critical three word sequence (trigram) in which
the first and last words could be thought of as a frame, or context, and the medial word as a target
word. There were also additional words added optionally before or after the critical trigram. The pri-
mary purpose of these optional words was to vary the absolute position of the critical trigram words,
as well as their relative position to the sentence boundaries (see Reeder et al., 2013). The optional
words were the same in both paradigms (ghen or dap could occur before the trigram, and tiv or nud
could occur after), and their occurrence patterns were such that neither the presence or absence of
an optional word (in either position) nor the particular words themselves were predictive of either
paradigm, of any other word, or of any frame. However, the trigrams were the critical sequences that
carried category information, and we focus on the trigram structure in the remainder of this section.

2.1.2.1. Training materials. In each paradigm, the critical trigrams were constructed from three frame-
initial words and three frame-final words (resulting in a total of nine unique frames), with one of six
target words occurring in trigram-medial position (i.e., surrounded by the frame). The training mate-
rials were designed to provide distributional evidence that the target words within a paradigm
belonged to the same category. An exhaustive paring of the nine frames with each target word would
yield 54 unique trigrams per paradigm (the cells in Table 1). Exposure to the complete paradigm
would provide a learner with strong distributional evidence that all the medial words within the par-
adigm belonged to the same category, because the contexts in which the words occur would be iden-
tical. However, we trained subjects on only a subset of the full paradigm, to allow us to test for
generalization using the untrained items. The cells in Table 1 labeled ‘E1’ indicate which trigrams
occurred in the training sentences in paradigm A, and Table A.1 shows the trigrams that occurred



Table 1
Trigrams used in the training set for paradigm A in Experiment 1 (E1) and Experiment 2 (E2). Rows indicate the first and last words
(frame) and columns represent the middle words (target). An E1 or E2 in the cell indicates that the designated trigram occurred in
the training materials for the experiment indicated. The structure of paradigm B was identical, but involved a completely different
set of words (see Table A.1 in Appendix A).

channer lartsu lowfa refton sykteb pooda

ghire_glaik E1 E1 E1 E1,E2
ghire_blit E1 E1,E2 E1,E2 E1
ghire_klide E1 E1 E1,E2 E1
choon_glaik E1,E2 E1 E1,E2 E1
choon_blit E1,E2 E1 E1 E1
choon_klide E1 E1 E1,E2 E1
swech_glaik E1 E1,E2 E1 E1
swech_blit E1 E1 E1 E1,E2
swech_klide E1,E2 E1 E1 E1,E2
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in paradigm B training sentences. Critically, the training subset contained distributional evidence that
all the medial words in a paradigm could occur in the same contexts, even though there were some
contexts in which they did not appear during training. For example, while the training material did
not contain a sentence in which lartsu occurred in the ghire_blit frame, it did contain sentences in
which lartsu occurred in many of the same frames (i.e., distributional contexts) as words that did occur
in the ghire_blit frame (namely, channer, lowfa, refton, and sykteb; Table 1). A learner could generalize
from the shared contexts and conclude that lartsu has the same co-occurrence privileges as those
other words, and thus should be expected in the ghire_blit frame, even though the learner did not hear
it in that context.

There were 72 unique trigrams in the training set, made from 18 frames (nine per paradigm), that
occurred with subsets of the six target words. The cells with an E1 in Table 1 for paradigm A and in
Table A.1, in Appendix A, for paradigm B show the specific subsets of four target words that occurred
with each frame. The particular pairing of frames and target words was constrained by the design of
the test items, described in the next section, and their relationship to the training material. The full
training set consisted of three repetitions of each of the 72 trigrams; each repetition involved a differ-
ent arrangement of optional words and empty optional positions. For example, the choon channer glaik
trigram occurred in the sentences choon channer glaik nud, ghen choon channer glaik, and dap choon
channer glaik tiv. The total training set thus consisted of 216 sentences.

2.1.2.2. Test materials. Four types of test sentences accomplished the following broad goals: novel-
grammatical and novel-ungrammatical sentences assessed categorization of target words, and repeated
and scrambled sentences provided a baseline for performance and a gauge of general attention to the
experimental task. All test sentences were three words long.

2.1.2.2.1. Novel-grammatical and novel-ungrammatical test sentences. Novel-grammatical sentences
were a subset of the ‘missing’ training sentences, that is, a subset of the empty cells in Tables 1 and
A.1. In particular, novel-grammatical items involved unattested frame and target word combinations.
A further constraint was that the target word did not occurr with either individual test frame word
during training. For example, the sequence swetch lowfa klide was a novel-grammatical test sentences
because the training set did not contain the target word lowfa in the swetch_klide frame, nor did it
include any sentence that contained the bigrams swetch lowfa or lowfa klide. Yet lowfa shares other
contexts in the training set with target words that do occur in the swetch_klide frame; if learners cat-
egorize lowfa with the other target words based on the distributional similarity, they could judge
swetch lowfa klide to be an acceptable sequence. Hence, the swetch_klide frame provides a strong test
of categorization because if subjects judge swetch lowfa klide to be acceptable, their judgment cannot
be due to encountering a familiar sequence of words. (In contrast, while lowfa does not occur in the
ghire_klide frame in the training set, it does occur after ghire, in the ghire_blit frame. Hence, the
ghire_klide frame does not provide a strong test of categorization, because learners could judge the
trigram to be acceptable based on the attested ghire lowfa sequence. Hence, ghire lowfa klide did not
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qualify as a novel-grammatical test item.) In each paradigm, two trigrams satisfied the constraints just
described, yielding four novel-grammatical trigrams across paradigms. Again, these items conformed
to the category structure of the training set, but contained no subsequences that were attested in the
training materials. The novel-grammatical test items for paradigm A (Table 1) were swetch lowfa klide
and choon pooda blit; the novel-grammatical items for paradigm B (Table A.1) were ghip puziv voy and
dess mirshow sowch.

Of course, the novel-grammatical trigrams do contain certain trained sequences, in particular, the
non-adjacent sequences that form the frames (e.g., the frame swetch_klide occurs in the training set).
Novel-grammatical strings might thus be acceptable to subjects based on the familiarity of the non-
adjacent pattern (Gomez, 2002). In order to ensure that our measurements assessed categorization
and not frame familiarity, we devised additional test materials that controlled for the familiarity of
the non-adjacent sequences: Each novel-grammatical test item had a novel-ungrammatical
counterpart that had an identical frame, but a target word from the other paradigm. For example,
the novel-ungrammatical sentence swetch puziv klide was formed by taking the frame from the
novel-grammatical test item swetch lowfa klide and replacing the medial word with one from para-
digm B. Critically, novel-grammatical and novel-ungrammatical test items were identical with respect
to their superficial similarity to the training sentences: Specifically, frames in each type of sentence
were identical, and target words were matched in overall frequency as well as their frequency in
the absolute position in the test sentences (i.e., the second word), and each subsequence had a
transitional probability of 0. The only systematic difference between novel-grammatical and novel-
ungrammatical test items was distributional: A target word in a novel-grammatical sentence belonged
to the same distributional category as target words that occurred in the novel-grammatical frame
during training; target words in novel-ungrammatical sentences did not.

2.1.2.2.2. Repeated and scrambled test sentences. There were two types of test sentence in addition to
the novel-grammatical and novel-ungrammatical types. Repeated test sentences were trigrams that
were exact duplicates of ones that occurred in the training set. Scrambled test sentences disrupted
many sequence and position regularities that were present in the training set. Specifically, words that
only occurred at edges of the critical trigrams in the training sentences occurred in the middle of
scrambled sentences, the relative order of words with respect to each other was also disrupted, and
words from the two paradigms were mixed. For example, the scrambled test sentence voy blit channer
placed a trigram-final word from paradigm B in a trigram-initial position, followed by a trigram-final
word from paradigm A in the trigram-medial position, followed by a target word from paradigm A in
trigram-final position. We reasoned that subjects who were attending to the training material would
judge repeated sentence to be familiar but scrambled sentences to be very unfamiliar and unexpected
with respect to the structure of the training material. Subjects’ performance on these sentence types
can be treated as an upper bound on performance in this procedure. In addition, if a subject performs
poorly on these sentences, it suggests that they were probably not attending to the experimental
materials and therefore should not be expected to generalize.

We constructed 32 two alternative forced choice (2AFC) test trials by combing each novel-gram-
matical sentence with each novel-ungrammatical sentence (4 � 4 = 16) and each repeated with each
scrambled sentence (4 � 4 = 16). Since test sentences must be presented sequentially within a trial,
our pairing also specified which item was first, such that a given sentence was first on two of the four
trials in which it was present. From the 32 2AFC trials created in this manner, we created 32 more that
had the identical pairings, but switched the order of sentences within each pair, to counterbalance the
orders in the original list. Each subject was tested on both lists, as described in Section 2.1.3.2.
2.1.2.3. Counterbalanced training sentences. From the original 216 training sentences (Section 2.1.2.1)
we created a counterbalanced training set that differed only with respect to the target words that were
involved in the novel-grammatical and novel-ungrammatical test items (Section 2.1.2.2). In particular,
the two paradigm-A target words (lowfa and pooda) were exchanged with the counterpart paradigm-B
words (puziv and mirshow) to create the counterbalanced training set. Since the same test items were
associated with the two counterbalanced training sets, an item that was novel-grammatical in one
training set was novel-ungrammatical in the other training set. This ensured that greater responses
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to novel-grammatical over novel-ungrammatical sentences could not result from idiosyncratic
properties of the items themselves.

2.1.2.4. Stimulus recording. The auditory source materials were recordings of the words of the artificial
language, spoken by a female speaker of American English. The speaker digitally recorded the words
into a master computer file as they were displayed, one at a time, on a computer monitor approxi-
mately every 1.5 s. She produced each word at approximately the same rate of speech with list into-
nation. We then digitally segmented the master list into individual word files that began at the onset
of the word with a silence pad at the end so that the each word’s sound file had a duration of 1 s,
including the silence pad. Each word file was then shortened to .8 s using an algorithm in Praat
(Boersma & Weenink, 2009) that compressed the presentation rate without sacrificing intelligibility
(e.g., pitch was not altered), to allow more training material to be presented in a fixed amount of time.
We used the computer program shntool (Jordan, 2009) to automatically splice together words to cre-
ate the training and test sentences. In the resulting sentences, words occurred every .8 s with variable
length silence between word onsets.

Stimuli for the experiment included the auditory sentences as well as additional text versions of
the training sentences. The text version of each training sentence was displayed at the same time that
the auditory version was presented. The purpose of the text was simply to facilitate processing of the
unfamiliar words.

2.1.3. Apparatus and procedure
Subjects were tested one at a time, in a quiet room, seated at a desk. Stimulus presentation and

subjects’ responses were controlled by an Apple Mac Mini computer that was connected to a key-
board, a monitor, and headphones. The software package PsyScope X; B53 (Cohen, Macwhinney,
Flatt, & Provost, 1993) controlled the presentation of materials and collection of keyboard response
data.

In order to determine how the quantity of experience with the distributional patterns influences
category generalizations, training and testing was administered in two blocks. At the beginning of
the first block subjects were given the following instructions:

‘‘You will listen to a number of sentences in a made up language. Simply pay attention to the sentences,
and respond to the quizzes presented. After you have heard the sentences repeated a number of times,
you will be asked some test questions to test your memory for what you heard. Before you hear the sen-
tences, you will hear a list of all the words in the made up language, so they won’t be completely strange
to you. You can use this time to adjust the volume on the headphones so it’s at a comfortable level using
the volume keys (F11 & F12) at the top of the keyboard.’’

The experimenter gave the subject the opportunity to ask questions, and then the subject indicated
via the keyboard that he or she understood the instructions. After presentation—auditory and visual—
of the list of words in the language, the following prompt was displayed on the screen:

‘‘In the next part of the experiment, you will listen to some sentences in the made up language. Simply
pay attention to these sentences. At various points you will be quizzed on what you hear. The sentences
will play for about 12 minutes. Click the mouse to begin listening to the sentences.’’
2.1.3.1. Training phase. The experiment started with the training phase, in which the 216 sentences
from the appropriate counterbalanced set were played to the subjects via the headphones and concur-
rently displayed on the monitor. Recall that the training set contained three different sentences for
each critical trigram that differed only in the optional words (Section 2.1.2.1). The computer presented
the sentences in three blocks, such that each instance of a critical trigram was in a different block. The
order of the sentences was randomized within blocks.

Every twelve sentences the computer stopped the presentation of the training material and dis-
played the following question on the monitor: ‘‘Which of the following words was in the last sentence
you heard? Please type the number corresponding to the correct word below,’’ followed by a num-
bered list of six words from the language and the word ‘none’, always as the 7th choice. The particular
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set of options was chosen by the computer at random from a predetermined set of choice lists, and
there was always exactly one correct answer. These ‘quizzes’ were designed to encourage subjects
to attend to the material.

2.1.3.2. Test phase. After the training phase, the computer displayed the following prompt:

‘‘Next, you will listen to some pairs of sentences. Please decide whether the first sentence or the second
sentence is most familiar to you. If the first sentence is more familiar, press the ‘‘1’’ key. If the second
sentence is more familiar, press the ‘‘2’’ key. Click the mouse to begin the test phase.’’

Next, the computer presented 32 2AFC test trials (16 that paired a repeated and scrambled sen-
tence, and 16 that paired each novel-grammatical with each novel-ungrammatical test sentence). Each
sentence in a trial was played once, and the sentences were also displayed on the screen, with the first
sentence presented on the left and the second on the right. Subjects could take as long as they wanted
to enter a response. The order of presentation of the test trials was random.

After the test phase, the computer displayed the following prompt: ‘‘You’re almost through! Next,
you will hear the sentences repeated some more times. Just listen again and do the quizzes, like before,
and then you’ll be tested again. Click the mouse to continue. Good luck!’’ The subject’s mouse click
initiated the second block of the experiment, which followed the same training and testing procedure
as the first block, but items in each phase followed a new random order. In addition, in the test phase,
the order of the sentences within each 2AFC pair was switched in the second block. Subjects were
given the opportunity to take a brief break before beginning the second training block. The second
training and testing blocks were administered following the same procedure as the first.

2.2. Results

We first briefly discuss the quiz results. The primary purpose of the quizzes was to encourage sub-
jects to attend to the training material and to confirm that they were attending to some minimal
degree. We therefore report the analyses of the quiz data for all experiments here. Since there were
seven choices and one correct answer, the probability of a correct response by chance was 1/7, or
approximately 5 out of 36 questions (18 in each training block). All subjects were significantly above
chance in choosing the correct responses to quiz questions, across all experiments (v2 > 15 for each
subject, p < .001 for each subject), indicating that subjects were attending to the training material
to some degree. Fig. 1 graphs the proportion of quiz questions correctly answered, for each subject,
organized by experiment.

Turning now to the test data, we coded the 2AFC responses as ‘‘correct’’ (1) or ‘‘incorrect’’ (0), as a
function of the trial type. For trials that compared repeated sentences to scrambled sentences, we
Fig. 1. Quiz accuracy per subject across Experiments 1–3. Dashed line indicates chance proportion correct. All subjects
performed significantly above chance.
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coded responses as correct if the subject chose the repeated sentence, and incorrect if the subject
chose the scrambled sentence. For trials that compared novel-grammatical sentences to novel-
ungrammatical sentences, we coded responses as correct if the subject chose the novel-grammatical
sentence, and as incorrect if the subject chose the novel-ungrammatical sentence. Average proportion
correct across subjects for novel-grammatical versus novel-ungrammatical trials was 57.8% and for
repeated versus scrambled trials was 72.4%. Fig. 2 shows individual subject means for each compar-
ison type.

To statistically evaluate subjects’ performance against chance (50%) and to assess the influence of
the experimental variables on subjects’ performance, we used a logistic regression model (Jaeger,
2008) with the binary response (correct = 1, incorrect = 0) as the dependent variable. We first ran a
model with intercept, counterbalancing group (1 or 2), trial type (repeated vs. scrambled, or novel-
grammatical vs. ungrammatical, 2AFC), block (first or last), and paradigm (A or B) as fixed effects, con-
trolling for random subject variance on intercept and slopes of within-subject variables (i.e., all but the
counterbalancing variable). The novel ungrammatical and scrambled items contained words from
both paradigms, by definition, so we labeled each trial by the paradigm (A or B) associated with the
grammatical or repeated string, depending on trial type. Since there was no effect of counterbalancing
group, and no interaction of that variable with any other variable (or their interactions), we ran a
model without the counterbalancing variable, to increase power. The results of the analysis are sum-
marized in Table 2. Unsurprisingly, there was a main effect of trial type, with subjects performing bet-
ter on the repeated vs. scrambled 2AFC compared to the novel-grammatical vs. novel-ungrammatical.
There were also main effects of block and paradigm, as well as significant two- and three-way inter-
actions between all variables. Fig. 3 plots mean accuracy, broken down by these variables. Visually,
one can see that the nature of these effects and interactions is that, overall, subjects were somewhat
more accurate on the repeated vs. scrambled 2AFC, and that subjects were generally consistent across
blocks, however subjects were less accurate in the first block of novel-grammatical vs. novel-ungram-
matical trials in Paradigm A.

These impressions were backed up by further targeted logistic regressions. Analyzing results only
for repeated vs. scrambled test trials yielded a significant intercept (ß = 1.33, Z = 4.2, p < .001), indicat-
ing above chance performance in the reference condition (Paradigm A, Block 1) and no main effect of
block or paradigm, with only a marginal interaction (ß = .93, Z = 1.8, p = .073); removing block and par-
adigm did not degrade model fit compared to the intercept-only model (v2(12) = 5.74, p = .93). How-
ever, for novel-grammatical vs. novel-ungrammatical trials, the main effect of paradigm, block, and
their interaction persisted. Again, these effects are driven by subjects’ chance performance in Block
1, Paradigm A, (intercept ß = �.27, Z = �1.063, p = .29), whereas all other conditions are above chance.
Fig. 2. Performance on 2AFC trials in Experiment 1, organized by trial type (NGvNU = novel-grammatical versus novel-
ungrammatical, RvS = repeated versus scrambled). Mean proportion correct for each condition is indicated by a solid line.
Chance (50%) is indicated by the dashed line.



Table 2
Results of the logistic regression model in Experiment 1, including all within-subjects variables as fixed effects, with by-subject
intercepts and slopes as random effects. The intercept reflects aggregate performance in the reference condition: novel-
grammatical vs. novel-ungrammatical, Block 1, Paradigm A. NGvNU = novel-grammatical vs. novel-ungrammatical, RvS = repeated
vs. scrambled. p-Values less than .05 are in bold.

Estimate Std. Error Wald’s Z p-Value

Intercept (reference condition: NGvNU, Paradigm A, Block 1) �0.2513 .2057 �1.222 .22189
Trial Type (NGvNU vs. RvS) 1.6042 .3906 4.107 4.01 � 10�5

Block (1 vs. 2) 0.7700 .3031 2.541 .01106
Paradigm (A vs. B) 0.8947 .3495 2.560 .01047
Trial Type X Block �1.2871 .4542 �2.834 .00460
Trial Type X Paradigm �1.2704 .5158 2.463 .01378
Block X Paradigm �0.9709 .4806 �2.020 .04335
Trial Type X Block X Paradigm 1.8828 .6681 2.818 .00483

Fig. 3. Performance on 2AFC in Experiment 1. Mean proportion correct, averaged across subjects and broken down by condition
(RvS = repeated vs. scrambled, NGvNU = novel-grammatical vs. novel-ungrammatical). The dashed line depicts chance
performance (50% correct).
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Specifically, subjects’ performance in the novel-grammatical vs. ungrammatical trials in Block 1, Par-
adigm B was no different from their accuracy in repeated vs. scrambled trials in the same conditions
(ß = .28, Z = .59, p = .56), and it was better than chance (intercept ß = .64, Z = 2.36, p = .018). There were
no main effect or interactions involving paradigm in Block 2. In Block 2, subjects selected novel-gram-
matical over ungrammatical strings at rates better than chance (intercept ß = .4773, Z = 2.766, p < .01)
corresponding to an accuracy of 61.5%. Subjects’ accuracy in repeated vs. scrambled sentences in Block
2 was significantly better compared to novel-grammatical vs. novel-ungrammatical (ß = .541, Z = 2.53,
p = .024), corresponding to an accuracy of 73.5%.

That subjects performed better in repeated vs. scrambled trials is not surprising, as that
comparisons involves identical versions of training sentences versus strings in which both adjacent
and non-adjacent sequences were disrupted—arguably a very easy comparison to make. In contrast,
the novel-grammatical vs. novel-ungrammatical comparison involves two novel sentences whose
surface properties are identical with respect to the training set, differing only in their conformity to
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more abstract properties of the training set, involving categories. However, even on those trials, we see
above chance performance except for one subset of data in the first block.
2.3. Discussion

Subjects never experienced the novel-grammatical target words in the contexts in which they were
tested—neither in the frames nor in the bigrams—yet they tended to choose them as words that
belonged in those contexts, and endorsed novel-grammatical sentences. If they had based their judg-
ments simply on the identity of the frame, then they should have accepted the novel-ungrammatical
sentences as well, but they did not. The simplest explanation of this pattern of results is that exposure
to the training material caused learners to form a category of target words within a paradigm, as a
consequence of the target words’ overlapping distributions. Learners then extended the co-occurrence
privileges of target words to contexts in which they had not previously heard those words, but in
which they had heard other words from the same category, and consequently judged them to be more
familiar. The block interaction, though limited to one paradigm, suggests that learners required extra
exposure to learn the categories, compared to learning the more surface-level word sequence
information.2

As mentioned previously, several recent studies have also shown that adults can form categories
from distributional information, in the absence of correlated cues from other domains (Mintz, 2002;
Reeder et al., 2013). This experiment thus provides further evidence that learners can use distribu-
tional information alone to categorize words. In addition, we noted earlier that, as in this experiment,
the distributional contexts in Mintz (2002) and Reeder et al. (2013) can be characterized as frames
that surround the context words. Taken together, these findings raise the possibility that occurrence
within a recurring frame was important for facilitating categorization and category-based generaliza-
tions of occurrence privileges. But before discussing this possibility further, we highlight one impor-
tant difference between this experiment and the studies just cited: Here, the training material
involved two distributional paradigms (i.e., two target categories), whereas in Mintz (2002) and
Reeder et al. (2013), there was only one. Differentiating novel-grammatical from novel-ungrammati-
cal strings in the current study thus requires computations on two distinct sets of distributional infor-
mation that are intermingled during the training phase. Hence, the current results provide new
evidence regarding human learners’ ability to generalize from distributional information. They show
that even in a computationally more resource-demanding situation, when information about two dis-
tinct categories is present, learners can make category generalization using only distributional
information.

We just speculated that learners’ success in the current experiment and in Mintz (2002) and Reeder
et al. (2013) may have been due to the presence of frames in the distributional patterns. However, as
discussed earlier, scenarios in which frames could provide distributional information are scenarios in
which the bigrams inherently contained in frames also could provide distributional information. It is
possible that when learners categorized target words that co-occur within frames, they were attend-
ing only to the bigram patterns (between the target word and the immediately preceding word and
immediately following word), and the fact that the framing words themselves frequently co-occur
was irrelevant. In that case, learners should perform similarly in situations where the information pro-
vided from distributional patterns involving frames is severely diminished, but information provided
2 Prompted by a suggestion from an anonymous reviewer, we considered whether characteristics of the experimental design
could have contributed to the improvement over blocks (for the subset of data in question). One possibility is that the juxtaposition
of grammatical and ungrammatical items in the test trials after the first training block—e.g., grammatical: swech lowfa klide,
ungrammatical: swech puziv klide—could have cued learners to notice the relevant distributional properties that distinguish them.
Since such juxtapositions do not normally occur in children’s input, if they were the cause of categorization it would limit what one
could conclude from the categorization results. We find this possibility unlikely for two reasons. First, such a juxtaposition happens
in only 4 of the 32 test trials. Second, presentation of a grammatical and ungrammatical item with the same frame gives no
indication of which item is grammatical, only that grammaticality depends on the medial word. At best, then, the first set of test
trials could provide a subtle cue to the location within sentences to which one should attend, but only the distributional
information itself is informative about grammaticality. Combined with the fact that we only observed a block effect for one portion
of one paradigm, we do not think the first test session had an important impact on learners’ categorization performance.
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by bigram patterns is intact. We test this hypothesis in Experiments 2 & 3. Each experiment was
designed to hold constant different aspects of the training design structure in Experiment 1, while
removing distributional information provided by frames. In Experiment 2, we simply withheld more
items from the training set, such that any particular frame occurred with only one target word; the
factors held constant was the fact that each target word was always preceded and followed by another
word in each sentence, and bigram information was mostly predominantly matched with that in
Experiment 1. In Experiment 3, we were able to perfectly match bigram information with Experiment
1, but we did so by changing global constraints on sentences, such that a target word could now begin
or end a sentence.
3. Experiment 2

Experiment 2 assessed categorization using a subset of the training stimuli used in Experiment 1. In
particular, the bigram patterns were similar to those in Experiment 1, but frames provided virtually no
distributional information about categories. If learners used bigram information only when they
formed distributional categories in Experiment 1, then they should show a similar categorization
effect in Experiment 2, since the bigram information is similar across the two experiments. On the
other hand, if the frame contexts were critical for categorization in Experiment 1, learners should
not form categories in Experiment 2 because the distributional information provided by frames was
considerably impoverished compared to Experiment 1.

3.1. Methods

3.1.1. Subjects
Fifteen college students participated in the experiment for partial satisfaction of course require-

ments. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of two counterbalanced training groups (see Section
3.1.2). Two subjects in the first counterbalancing condition and one subject in the other were not
included in the final analysis because they failed to reach a criterion of 50% correct on trails comparing
repeated to scrambled sentences. Final data analysis thus included six subjects in each counterbalanc-
ing condition.

3.1.2. Materials and design
The training set implemented bigram patterns that were similar to those in Experiment 1, but here,

frames no longer provided robust distributional information about categories. We achieved this by
selecting a subset of training sentences from Experiment 1 such that 12 of the 18 frames (6 per par-
adigm) occurred with only one intervening target word. For example, the choon X klide frame only
occurred in the sequence . . .choon refton klide. . .. However, the bigram patterns choon X (and X klide),
nevertheless occurred with different target words in the X position. Specifically, there was a subset of
four target words in the choon X bigram, and a different subset in the X klide bigram. In order to main-
tain the variability of target words in particular bigram patterns and within the same trigrams as in
Experiment 1, it was necessary for the other six of the 18 frames (3 per paradigm) to occur with
two target words, rather than just one. For example, the choon X bigram pattern was realized in the
following frames: choon refton klide, choon channer glaik, choon lartsue blit, choon lowfa glaik; thus,
choon_glaik occurred with two different target words.

To summarize, in Experiment 1, each frame occurred with four different target words, whereas in
Experiment 2, most frames occurred with only one target word, but some occurred with two. Overall
then, the distributional information provided by frames, while not completely absent, was consider-
ably impoverished with respect to Experiment 1; On the other hand, bigram information was rela-
tively stable across experiments: In Experiment 1, most target words (8) occurred with four context
words, and some (4) occurred with six (including preceding and following contexts); in Experiment
2, every target word occurred in four contexts (see Tables 1 and A.1).

Due to the differences in experimental design, there were 1/3 as many unique training sentences in
Experiment 2 compared to Experiment 1, so each training sentence was repeated to make a total of
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three occurrences in the final training set. Thus, the number of training sentences was matched across
experiments. In addition, the frequency of context words in bigrams was matched across experiments,
each context word occurring 36 times across the three training blocks (i.e., occurring with 4 target
words x 3 occurrences each with different combinations of optional words x 3 repetitions each = 36).
Tables A.2 and A.3 summarize the bigram frequency counts for Experiments 1 & 2, respectively.

3.1.3. Procedure
The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1.

3.2. Results

We coded subjects’ responses to the 2AFC questions as in Experiment 1. Average proportion correct
across subjects for novel-grammatical versus novel-ungrammatical trials was 47.7% and for repeated
versus scrambled trials was 72.7%. Fig. 4 shows individual subject means for each comparison type.
As in Experiment 1, we tested for a main effect and interaction of counterbalancing group with all
within-subject variables (trial type, block, and paradigm) and their interactions. We used a mixed effect
logistic regression, with the binary response score (correct = 1, incorrect = 0) as the dependent mea-
sure, controlling for random intercepts and slopes for the within-subject variables. There was no effect
of counterbalancing, nor any interaction between counterbalancing condition and any other variables
or their interactions. Therefore, we ran the same model without the counterbalancing variable, to
increase power. There was a main effect of trial type (novel-grammatical/novel-ungrammatical vs.
repeated/scrambled; ß = 1.68, Z = 4.97, p < .001), and no other main effects or interactions. A compar-
ison of goodness of fit showed that the variables block and paradigm did not contribute significantly
to model fit (v2(39) = 24.2, p = .97). Table 3 shows the results from the model with trial type as the only
variable, controlling for random subject variation on intercept and slope. The intercept of �.095
expresses the log-odds of correct over incorrect responses to the novel-grammatical vs. novel-ungram-
matical 2AFC trails (corresponding to the 47.7% accuracy); this value was not significantly different
from chance (p = .42), indicating that subjects did not generalize from the distributional patterns in
the training set. However, the effect of trial type was significant (p < .001); subjects responded more
accurately to the repeated versus scrambled 2AFC items compared to the novel-grammatical vs.
Fig. 4. Performance on 2AFC trials in Experiment 2, organized by trial type (novel-grammatical versus novel-ungrammati-
cal = NGvNU, repeated versus scrambled = RvS). Mean proportion correct for each condition is indicated by a solid line. Chance
(50%) is indicated by the dashed line.



Table 3
Results of the logistic regression model. The intercept indicates subjects were at chance in choosing novel-grammatical sentences
over novel-ungrammatical sentences. The significant trial type effect demonstrates that subjects were more likely to choose repeated
over scrambled sentences than they were to choose novel-grammatical over novel-ungrammatical. p-Values less than .05 are in bold.

Estimate Std. Error Wald’s z p-Value

Intercept (novel-grammatical vs. novel-ungrammatical) �.0946 .1177 �.804 .421
Trial Type (contrasting repeated vs. novel against intercept) 1.1045 .1632 6.767 1.3 � 10�11
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novel-ungrammatical items (see Table 3). A separate analysis of the repeated versus scrambled trials,
with subjects as a random effect, revealed that subjects’ responses to those items were also above
chance (intercept ß = 1.01, Z = 6.353, p < .001).

Thus, while subjects were accurate at distinguishing verbatim repetitions of sentences from those
in which the word order was scrambled, there was no evidence that subjects formed category gener-
alization based on distribution of bigrams.

3.3. Discussion

The primary difference between Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 was in the nature of the distribu-
tional contexts from which learners could form category generalizations. In Experiment 1, both frames
and bigrams entered into co-occurrence patterns with target words, whereas in Experiment 2, frames
provided very little category information. In Experiment 2, subjects did not find novel-grammatical
sentences to be more familiar than novel-ungrammatical sentences, indicating that they did not cat-
egorize the target words. The fact that learners categorized in Experiment 1, but not in Experiment 2,
is consistent with the hypothesis that some property of the frames themselves facilitated generaliza-
tion. When the available distributional information (almost) exclusively involved patterns of target
words in bigrams, learners did not generalize lexical co-occurrence privileges.

It is interesting to note that Experiment 2 had similar design characteristics to an experiment in
Reeder et al. (2013). In their Experiment 5b, target words occurred in frames, but every frame (except
one) occurred exclusively with only one target word, similar to Experiment 2. As in Experiment 2, dis-
tributional information was carried primarily by bigram patterns. However, Reeder et al. found evi-
dence of categorization whereas in Experiment 2 we did not. Despite the similarities between
Reeder et al.’s Experiment 5b and our Experiment 2, there are important differences as well. As men-
tioned in Section 1.2, subjects in the Reeder et al. study were exposed to distributional information
pertaining to just one category, whereas here subjects were exposed to information about two. In
other words, successful categorization in Reeder et al. amounted to distinguishing contexts from tar-
gets within one paradigm, whereas here, learners needed to acquire two distinct target categories
from two distinct yet intermingled distributional paradigms. Moreover, in the experiments here, sub-
jects were tested on a total of 12 target words (six per paradigm), whereas subjects in Reeder et al.
(2013) were tested on three or four, depending on the experiment. Thus, our experiment arguably
put greater demands on cognitive resources, but also may have engaged different mechanisms due
to the different formal/computational properties of the stimuli. Frames may facilitate categorization
when the distributional patterns are more complex. We discuss this topic further in the General
Discussion.

Although we designed Experiment 2 to match the bigram information in Experiment 1, as men-
tioned in Section 3.1.2, there were some differences across experiments in the details of the bigram
patterns. In particular, all target words in Experiment 2 occurred in four bigram contexts—two involv-
ing the immediately preceding word, and two involving the immediately following word—whereas in
Experiment 1, some target words occurred in six bigram contexts—three involving the immediately
preceding word, and three involving the immediately following word. For example, compare Tables
A.2 and A.3, which summarize the bigram patterns in Experiments 1 & 2, respectively, and observe
that the target word channer is preceded by ghire, choon, and swech in Experiment 1, but only choon
and swech in Experiment 2. In other words, although Experiment 2 did maintain substantial distribu-
tional information in bigram patterns, there was less somewhat less density and overlap in the set of
bigram co-occurrence patterns for target words, compared to Experiment 1. Since that is just the kind
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of situation that Reeder et al. (2013) showed reduces generalization, it is conceivable that subjects’
failure to categorize and generalize in Experiment 2 was due to this slightly reduced bigram informa-
tion, rather than the (near) absence of distributional information from frames. If so, the results of
Experiment 2 could not be taken as evidence for an advantage for frames over bigrams in facilitating
category generalizations.

The slight differences in the bigram patterns in Experiment 2 arose in part from a constraint we
imposed: As in Experiment 1, each occurrence of a target word involved a context word immediately
to its right and left. This property, in combination with the overall constraint that the resulting frame
should not itself provide relevant distributional information (with the exception of the three frames
that occurred with two rather than one target word), resulted in the slightly different distribution
of target words in bigrams.

In Experiment 3 we constructed a training set in which the bigram properties of Experiment 1 were
duplicated exactly and in which frames provided no category information. To do this, we removed the
constraint requiring that each token of a target word occur simultaneously with a preceding and fol-
lowing context. If learners treat the contexts preceding and following the target word independently—
in other words, if they attend to bigrams but not frames—then it should not matter whether those con-
texts occur in the same sentence or in two different sentences (i.e., the preceding context in one, the
following context in another). Learners attending only to bigrams should, therefore, categorize words
equivalently in Experiments 1 & 3.
4. Experiment 3

Although the category information carried by bigram patterns in Experiment 2 was nearly identical
to the bigram information in Experiment 1, there were some differences that, although small, could
have diminished learners’ ability to generalize from bigram information in Experiment 2. To address
this, we designed the training sentences in Experiment 3 such that the patterns of target words in
bigrams was identical to the patterns in Experiment 1, while removing completely the distributional
patterns involving frames. In order to achieve this design constraint but also maintain the number of
words per category, and other general properties of the language, target words in training sentences
did not always occur simultaneously in two informative bigrams (defined by both the preceding and
following word simultaneously), as was the case in Experiments 1 & 2. For example, rather than
include . . .choon sykteb klide. . ., the training set included choon sykteb, and sykteb klide in different sen-
tences (with filler words optionally appearing before choon and after klide). Since categorization from
bigram information should not depend on having an informative preceding and following context
simultaneously (which indeed is essentially a frame), the performance of a learning mechanism that
is sensitive to the patterning of words within bigrams should not be degraded when the target words’
participation in patterns with prior and following words are decoupled. This experiment thus provides
an additional means of testing whether learners in Experiment 1 could have generalized from bigram
information without using information about the distributional patterns of words within frames.

4.1. Methods

4.1.1. Subjects
Fourteen college students participated in the experiment and received credit toward course assign-

ments. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of two counterbalanced training groups (see Section
4.1.2). Data for two subjects in one counterbalancing group were not included because the subjects
failed to reach performance criterion on repeated/scrambled comparisons. Thus, data from 12 subjects
(six in each counterbalancing training group) were included in the data analysis.

4.1.2. Materials and design
As in the previous experiments, training sentences belonged to one of two paradigms, A and B, that

defined the target word categories. Context and target words were the same as in the previous
experiments. However, in this experiment, target words sometimes occurred flanked on each side
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by a context word as they did in the previous experiments, but sometimes they were flanked only on
the left or only on the right. This allowed us to exactly match the bigram patterns from Experiment 1
that involved target words—matching both the items and the frequencies—while at the same time
ensuring that frames provided no reliable category information for target words. As in the previous
experiments, there were positions for optional words that occurred equally frequently in both para-
digms, and thus from which no reliable category information could be computed. However, optional
words never occurred immediately adjacent to a target word. For example, channer blit and channer
blit tiv were both training sentences, but dap channer blit did not occur because dap is an optional
word. This constraint ensured that target words entered into bigram patterns with exactly the same
lexical items here as they did in Experiment 1.

As in the previous experiments, we devised a counterbalanced set of training sentences by switch-
ing the paradigm A and B target words in the novel-grammatical/ungrammatical test sentences—lofa
and pooda were switched with puziv, and mirshow, respectively. The test trials were identical to those
in Experiments 1 & 2. As a consequence, sentences that were novel-grammatical for one counterbal-
ance group were novel-ungrammatical for the other.

There were 59 basic sentences—i.e., sentences without optional words—per paradigm, for a total of
118 basic sentences. (Because some training sentences only contained one bigram pattern as opposed
to two, matching bigram frequency with Experiment 1 resulted in more training sentences than the in
the prior experiments). The training set repeated each of the 118 sentences three times, with different
combinations of optional words each time, resulting in 354 training sentences. Optional words never
flanked a target word and thus were never in bigram patterns with target words. The bigram frequen-
cies for this experiment and Experiment 1 are shown in Table A.2 in Appendix A.

The same periodic quiz questions were used during the training phrase; one question was admin-
istered every 19 training sentences.

4.1.3. Procedure
The procedure was the same as in the previous experiments.

4.2. Results

We coded subjects’ responses to the 2AFC questions as in the previous experiments. Average pro-
portion correct across subjects for novel-grammatical versus novel-ungrammatical trials was 49.7%
and for repeated versus scrambled trials was 65.8%. Fig. 5 shows individual subject means for each
comparison type.
Fig. 5. Performance on 2AFC trials in Experiment 3, organized by trial type (NGvNU = novel-grammatical versus novel-
ungrammatical, RvS = repeated versus scrambled). Mean proportion correct for each condition is indicated by a solid line.
Chance (50%) is indicated by the dashed line.



Table 4
Results of logistic regression in Experiment 3. The intercept indicates subjects were at chance in choosing novel-grammatical
sentences over novel-ungrammatical sentences. The significant trial type effect demonstrates that subjects were more likely to
choose repeated over scrambled sentences than they were to choose novel-grammatical over novel-ungrammatical. p-Values less
than .05 are in bold.

Estimate Std. Error Wald’s z p-Value

Intercept (novel-grammatical vs. novel-ungrammatical) �.01053 .11512 �.091 .927
Trial Type (contrasting repeated vs. novel against intercept) .67053 .15004 4.469 7.9 � 10�6
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As in the previous experiments, we tested for a main effect and interaction of counterbalancing
group with all within-subject variables (trial type, block, and paradigm) using a mixed effects logistic
regression, with the binary response score (correct = 1, incorrect = 0) as the dependent measure, and
controlling for random intercepts and slopes for the within-subject variables. There was no effect of
counterbalancing, nor any interaction between counterbalancing condition and any other variables
or their interactions. Therefore, we ran the same model without the counterbalancing variable, to
increase power. There was no effect of paradigm or block, nor any interactions involving them; fur-
thermore, those variables did not improve model fit (v2(39) = 20.3, p = .99), so we performed an anal-
ysis with trial type (novel-grammatical vs. novel-ungrammatical or repeated vs. scrambled) as the
only fixed effect, controlling for by-subject variance on the intercept and slope. Table 4 shows the
results of the regression model. The intercept of (�.011) expresses the log-odds of correct over incor-
rect responses to the novel-grammatical versus novel- ungrammatical 2AFC trails, corresponding to
the 49.7% accuracy; this value was not significantly different from chance (p = .93), indicating that
subjects did not generalize from the distributional patterns in the training set. However, the effect
of trial type was significant (p < .001); subjects responded more accurately to the repeated versus
scrambled 2AFC items compared to the novel-grammatical versus novel-ungrammatical items. A sep-
arate analysis of the repeated versus scrambled trials, with subjects as a random effect, revealed that
subjects’ responses to those items were also above chance (intercept = .658, Z = 6.115, p < .001).

Thus, as in Experiment 2, there was no evidence that subjects formed category generalization based
on distribution of bigrams.

4.3. Discussion

Subjects in this experiment heard target words in the same bigram patterns as did subjects in
Experiment 1, and they heard the bigrams with the same frequency in the two experiments. Never-
theless, subjects were equally likely to report novel-grammatical and novel-ungrammatical sentences
as familiar in this experiment, whereas in Experiment 1 they were significantly more likely to endorse
novel-grammatical sentences. The primary difference between the two experiments is that in Exper-
iment 1, target words occurred within frequently occurring frames, whereas here, as in Experiment 2,
they did not. Thus, it is unlikely that subjects’ generalizations about target words in Experiment 1
were due exclusively to the bigram patterns involving the target words. Otherwise, subjects should
have shown similar behavior in Experiment 3, where the bigram information was identical. Rather,
the results of this experiment and Experiment 1 provide strong support for the hypothesis that learn-
ers based their generalizations on the distributional categories defined by the frequently occurring
frames in Experiment 1. While we cannot rule out the possibility that learners’ categorization behavior
responded to bigram patterns in addition to frames in Experiment 1, the results indicate that frames
were a necessary component of the distributional information.

5. General discussion

In this study we provide new evidence that human learners possess the mechanisms to categorize
words using only distributional information, and without requiring top-down constraints from syntac-
tic knowledge. This study goes further, however, by showing that human learners respond to certain
distributional patterns more than others. In particular, learners categorized words when they occurred
within frequently occurring frames (Experiment 1), but not when they occurred only within simpler
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bigram patterns (Experiments 2 & 3). These findings have exciting connections to recent computational
studies that show that frequent frames at the word and morpheme level are informative distributional
patterns cross-linguistically (Chemla et al., 2009; Mintz, 2003; Wang et al., 2011; Weisleder &
Waxman, 2010). Thus, we have shown that the distributional contexts that provide accurate category
information in natural languages are ones to which human learners appear biased to attend.

5.1. Frequent frames from linguistic and cognitive perspectives

Why would categorizing using frequent frames be beneficial for bootstrapping grammatical cate-
gories? Investigations of child-directed English by Wang & Mintz (2010) suggest one possibility. They
analyzed a parsed version of child-directed speech corpora that represented the grammatical structure
of utterances using a relational grammar (Sagae, Davis, Lavie, Macwhinney, & Wintner, 2007) that
linked each word in an utterance to another word and labeled the link with a grammatical relation
(SUBJECT, OBJECT, etc.). For each frequent frame in a corpus, they analyzed the grammatical structures
of each occurrence of the frame (as defined by the grammatical relations in which the words in the
trigram entered). They found that, despite the potential variability across instances of the frequent
frame, a large proportion of the instances (over 90% for most frames) occurred in very similar syntactic
structures. This finding indicates that frequent frames occur in locations within an utterance that are
syntactically highly homogeneous across occurrences, so that the target words that occur in the
frame-medial position are considerably constrained with respect to the structure and therefore the
grammatical category. In discussing this property, Wang & Mintz proposed that frequent frames might
function as a proxy for structure-dependent distributional learning by allowing learners to identify
regions in an utterance with linguistically informative distributional patterns. In other words, frequent
frames essentially restrict distributional analyses to syntactically constrained domains, without
requiring prior grammatical knowledge.

The finding that frequent frames select sequences with syntactic regularity naturally leads one to
ask whether frequent frames select syntactic constituents, providing a basis for a hierarchical organi-
zation of words sequences. Indeed, frequent frames involving two pronouns are typically full transi-
tive phrases, for example, you_X_it (Mintz, 2003). But other frequent frames coincide with syntactic
phrases only at one edge, for example the_X_on; while the X position is reliably a noun, the trigram
selected by the the_X_on frame, and ones like it, do not coincide with traditional phrase structure con-
figurations. Thus, the contribution of frequent frames might be most relevant with respect to gram-
matical categories (for a fuller discussion of the connection of frequent frames to linguistic
structures, see Mintz, 2006b; Wang & Mintz, 2010).

In addition to the computational advantages offered by frequent frames over bigrams, trigrams
characterized by frequent frames might offer some processing advantages as well. Carrying out distri-
butional analyses necessarily involves evaluating particular elements (targets) with respect to a con-
text. In processing the sequential information in speech, learners presumably do not know initially
whether it would be more profitable, in terms of knowledge gain, to treat a given word as a context
or a target (or neither). Information in the speech stream that could guide the learner in determining
what elements to evaluate with respect to which other elements could greatly increase the informa-
tiveness and effectiveness of using distributional analyses to categorize words. From this perspective,
it is not surprising that subjects used absolute word position as the categorization context in Smith
(1966), where learners were exposed to two-word sequence. The sequences themselves did not pro-
vide any information to differentiate words as contexts or targets. Perhaps the frequently co-occurring
framing elements in a frequent frame function to focus learners’ attention on informative trigram
sequences—the trigram sequences bounded by the frame elements—and the frame then acts as an
anchor for analyzing the frame-medial words (see Valian & Coulson, 1988). At present, we have no
independent evidence that bears on the mechanisms that orient learners toward frequent frames as
distributional contexts. Additional studies are needed to develop a more complete account of why fre-
quent frames are so readily detected and used by learners in category generalization, especially since
detecting non-adjacent dependencies is argued to be difficult elsewhere the literature (e.g., Pacton &
Perruchet, 2008 although their learning task was considerably different from ours). We discuss related
issues with respect to infant learners in Section 5.3.
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5.2. The role of bigram patterns In lexical categorization

It is important to emphasize that the present results do not show that human learners are incapa-
ble of using bigram patterns to categorize words. For instance, in Reeder et al. (2013), Experiments 5b
& 5c, subjects were able to make category generalizations using bigram information. In those exper-
iments, subjects were exposed to target words in frames, but, as in our Experiment 2, only bigrams
could provide meaningful category information, since each frame occurred with only one target word.
But, as we suggested in Section 3.3, the resource demands were less in those experiments compared to
the present study, and an advantage for frames might only emerge when materials in artificial lan-
guages are more complex. Moreover, in natural language—as opposed to some of the artificial lan-
guages just discussed (e.g., Smith, 1966)—function words that are likely to be the most informative
in bigram patterns (e.g., determiners and auxiliary verbs) are very frequent; their high frequency could
serve a similar filtering function of orienting learners toward distributionally informative locations, as
we proposed for frequent frames—providing a salient anchor point in the utterance from which to ana-
lyze adjacent words (Braine, 1966; Mintz et al., 2002; Valian & Coulson, 1988). The context words in
Experiments 2 & 3 were also higher in frequency compared to the target words, and it is possible that
with more exposure to the training materials, subjects would have formed generalizations based on
bigram patterns. What the results show, however, is that learners generalized more readily from items
within frequent frame environments compared to bigram environments alone.

In addition, these results do not provide any information about how sensitivities to different types of
distributional information might change as the result of experience. For example, learners might ini-
tially use frequently occurring frames as contexts for forming category generalizations, but then notice
other systematic distributional patterns after having categorized a number of words. These additional
patterns could be ones that vary cross-linguistically, such as particularly informative context words in
bigram patterns, sub-lexical morphemes, or converging cues from other domains (e.g., Monaghan,
Chater, & Christiansen, 2005). Learners could then leverage these additional patterns and information
sources for further learning. For example, studies with infants learning German (Höhle, Weissenborn,
Kiefer, Schulz, & Schmitz, 2004) and French (Shi & Melançon, 2010) demonstrate that at 14 months of
age, infants learning these languages can use the presence of a highly frequent function words in their
respective language to categorize a following novel word. It is unknown, however, what the source of
that distributional knowledge was. Since French and German both have informative frequent frames at
the lexical or morphological level (Chemla et al., 2009; Stumper et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011), one
possibility is that infants used frames to carry out initial categorization and observed that the functors
in question were highly diagnostic of the frame-based categories, and thus started to use them as addi-
tional distributional contexts (Wang et al., 2011). It is also possible that when frequency differences
between words within bigrams are much greater than in our materials—the relative frequency of func-
tion words to content words in natural languages are generally much greater than in most artificial lan-
guages—learners start using very frequent words as generalization contexts for adjacent words,
without first processing the frames in which they occur. In that case, the benefit for frequent frames
that we see here may arise in situations in which individual context words do not surpass some relative
frequency threshold. Further research is necessary to identify the factors that may influence the type of
distributional information learners use. This, in turn, will advance our understanding of the processes
by which infants develop language-specific categorization strategies.

Broadly, then, frequent frames may serve as a filter to focus learners on particular subsequences
within an utterance—subsequences that contain particularly robust distributional information—but
category generalizations might engage just a piece of the sequence (e.g., bigrams) once the distribu-
tional analyses mechanisms are focused on a particular section of the utterance. This is consistent with
another finding in Wang & Mintz’s (2010) analysis of the syntactic structures linked to frequent frames:
They found that in the trigrams defined by frequent frames in English, the first and second word posi-
tions (i.e., the first bigram) very often involved words that were linked by a grammatical relationship
(e.g., SUBJECT OF), and almost exclusively the same grammatical relation for all tokens of a particular
frequent frame. The consequence is that the first bigram within a frequent frame offers highly accurate
information about the category of the target word. Importantly, Wang & Mintz also analyzed bigrams
simply defined as frequent words (unigrams) as the context for immediately adjacent target words. In
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those bigrams that were not constrained to be internal to frequent frames, there were significantly
fewer instances of grammatical relationships between the two words; moreover, when the words were
related, there was considerably more variability in the types of relations. In other words, bigrams
within frequent frames were much more syntactically constrained than bigrams overall.

Recall from Section 1.1 that St. Clair et al. (2010) proposed that a superior method of categorizing
from trigrams is to consider the two simultaneously occurring bigrams that form the trigram, rather
than the frame. While, their proposal is consistent with the findings just mentioned regarding the infor-
mativeness of bigrams within frequent frames (Wang & Mintz, 2010), our findings provide no evidence
that learners were, in fact, using these simpler bigram patterns to categorize words. If they were, we
would have expected to find evidence of categorization in Experiments 2 & 3, where bigram informa-
tion was informative of category membership but frames were not; yet we found no such evidence. On
the other hand, the flexibility in representations provided by the flexible frames approach is intuitively
desirable, as it seems unlikely that learners would represent a context word only as part of a frame, as
opposed to as an independent word. Yet our results show that there are situations in which, with
respect to categorization, learners initially base their generalizations on the context provided by frames.
5.3. Generalizing to infant categorization mechanisms

Although subjects in these experiments were adults, the broader goal of this study was to advance
our understanding of the types of information that human infants use when they initially start to cat-
egorize words. Our operating assumption was that the generalization mechanisms we are investigating
are fundamentally the same between infants and adults, although the parameters that control these
mechanisms are likely to be different (Hudson Kam & Newport, 2005). Indeed, similar assumptions
are shared, implicitly or explicitly, in many studies of artificial language learning with adults. Neverthe-
less, the differences in representations and processes available to infants and adults with respect to cat-
egory generalization might be important. Indeed, part of the argument advanced by St. Clair et al.
(2010) in favor of bigrams and against frames as an early source of category information was that
infants may not be able to detect and store frames early on. To represent a frame, learners must detect
the non-adjacent dependency between the two framing elements. Gomez and Maye (2005) reported
that infants exposed to artificial language materials can detect deviations from learned non-adjacent
dependencies at 15 months of age, but not at 12 months. St. Clair et al. argued that those findings, along
with evidence that eight-month-olds can detect adjacent dependencies (Aslin, Saffran, & Newport,
1998; Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996), is most consistent with an early reliance on bigram information
for categorization, not frames. While the behavioral results we report here provide counter evidence to
this hypothesis with respect to adults, they do not directly address the question with respect to infants.
Recall from the previous section that studies with 14-month-olds learning German (Höhle et al., 2004)
and French (Shi & Melançon, 2010) found that infants can generalize from some bigram patterns; if the
account we proposed is correct—i.e., that frequent frames are the information filter that help learners
detect particularly informative words to anchor bigram analyses—then infants must be able to detect
these patterns before 14 months of age. It is noteworthy that a recent study established that infants as
young as seven months can detect non-adjacent repetition patterns (e.g., bi-la-bi; Gervain & Werker,
2013), suggesting that infants may process and represent non-adjacent relationships early enough
for them to be used in initial category learning. However, the repetition of elements has been argued
to have a heightened perceptual salience (e.g., Endress, Nespor, & Mehler, 2009), so one must be cau-
tious in generalizing those findings to frequent frames, which typically involve dependencies between
different words. Moreover, the non-adjacent dependencies tested by Gervain & Werker were between
syllables in continuous speech, not between words. Nevertheless, in an analysis of two large corpora of
English infant-directed speech, we found that approximately 83% of word tokens were monosyllabic.3
3 We analyzed two corpora of infant-directed speech in the CHILDES database (Macwhinney, 2000) using a syllabified version of
the CMU Pronouncing Dictionary (http://webdocs.cs.ualberta.ca/~kondrak/cmudict/cmudict.rep; Bartlett, Kondrak, & Cherry, 2009)
to derive syllable counts for all word tokens directed to children. Approximately 85% of child-directed tokens in the Bernstein-
Ratner corpus (Bernstein-Ratner, 1987) and 83% in the Manchester corpus (Theakston, Lieven, Pine, & Rowland, 2001) were
monosyllabic.

http://webdocs.cs.ualberta.ca/~kondrak/cmudict/cmudict.rep
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Hence, there is some justification in generalizing findings pertaining to infants’ detection of patterns
within sequences of syllables to capabilities they may have with respect to detecting patterns within word
sequences, at least in infant-directed speech. Relatedly, it is worth noting that the experiment that failed
to find evidence of non-adjacent dependency learning in 12-month-olds (Gomez & Maye, 2005) used
stimuli in which (as here) there were bisyllabic medial words, and words were separated by brief pauses.
It could be that younger infants are aided by continuous speech and monosyllabic words in detecting non-
adjacent patterns.

In summary, while there are some hints in the literature that infants may be able to detect the
kinds of distributional patterns that are essential to our proposal, there is presently no strong evidence
that they can. A study like the present one, but with infants, would provide the most direct test of our
proposal. With that aim, we have begun to examine this question with 12- and 15-month-old infants.
6. Conclusion: A generalized account reconciling present findings with prior research

One way of viewing the potential role of frequent frames in early word categorization is that they
could focus the learner on sections of an utterance that are particularly informative with respect to
distributional information. The frame itself can then be used to categorize the target words, or the
learner could use a bigram pattern within the frequent frame. In either case, the frame can be viewed
as playing a similar role as syntactic knowledge in structure-dependent distributional learning
(Pinker, 1984)—constraining the distributional analysis to particularly informative regions of an
utterance.

This view of frequent frames offers a perspective on the prior studies that concluded that learners
require converging cues from other domains in order to make use of distributional information. As we
mentioned in Section 1, those studies involved bigram patterns in artificial languages. According to
our hypotheses, bigrams alone may have been inadequate for stimulating distributional learning, in
part because of the inherent difficultly of identifying the relevant patterns in the first place, and iden-
tifying the contexts and targets within those patterns. Correlated cues could facilitate this process. Just
as we argued that the co-occurring framing elements of frequent frames could serve to focus attention
on relevant sequences, the marking of certain words with consistent phonological or semantic infor-
mation (Braine, 1987; Frigo & McDonald, 1998; Gomez & Lakusta, 2004) could serve a similar role of
focusing attention.

On this view, learners can make use of distributional information to categorize words provided that
they are given guidance as to what sequences to analyze, and some hints about how to analyze them (i.e.,
what to treat as contexts and targets). Structure-dependent distributional learning (Pinker, 1984) was
conceived on theoretical grounds to fill this role, but learners may well be poised to make use of more
indirect, yet computationally simple links to structure as a way of constraining their distributional anal-
yses. Correlated cues from other domains may play a role in language-specific ways, once distributional
learning has provided some structural organization. Here we found situations in which learners can use
distributional information alone to make generalizations about word categories, but only when the dis-
tributional information was signaled by frames, not when it was signaled only by bigrams.
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Table A.1
Trigrams used in the training set for paradigm B in Experiment 1 (E1) and Experiment 2 (E2). Rows indicate the first and last words
(frame) and columns represent the middle words (target). An E1 or E2 in the cell indicates that the designated trigram occurred in
the materials for the experiment indicated.

plosit lifik puziv antow grimpot mirshow

jub_fex E1 E1 E1 E1,E2
jub_sowch E1 E1,E2 E1,E2 E1
jub_voy E1 E1 E1,E2 E1
dess_fex E1,E2 E1 E1,E2 E1
dess_sowch E1,E2 E1 E1 E1
dess_voy E1 E1 E1,E2 E1
ghip_fex E1 E1,E2 E1 E1
ghip_sowch E1 E1 E1 E1,E2
ghip_voy E1,E2 E1 E1 E1,E2

Table A.2
Frequency counts for target-final bigrams (Panel a) and target-initial bigrams (Panel b) in Experiments 1 & 3. Counts are for one of
the three familiarization blocks in paradigm A. Columns pertain to a particular target word, rows pertain to a particular context
word. Italics in column margins indicate sums across contexts for a particular target word, and in row margins indicate sums
across targets for a particular context. Bold indicates total bigram token count. The frequency counts for the other two blocks in the
paradigm are identical, the only difference in blocks being the flanking words (not indicated, and never adjacent to a target). The
structure is identical for paradigm B, but with different words.

Panel (a)

lowfa sykteb lartsue channer refton pooda
P

targets

swech 0 3 3 2 2 4 14
ghire 4 2 2 2 2 4 16
choon 4 2 2 3 3 0 14
P

contexts 8 7 7 7 7 8 44

Panel (b)

lowfa sykteb lartsue channer refton pooda
P

targets

0 3 2 3 2 4 14 klide
4 2 2 2 2 4 16 glaik
4 2 3 2 3 0 14 blit
8 7 7 7 7 8 44

P
contexts

Table A.3
Frequency counts for target-final bigrams (Panel a) and target-initial bigrams (Panel b) in Experiment 2. Counts are for one of the
three familiarization blocks in paradigm A. Columns pertain to a particular target word, rows pertain to a particular context word.
Italics in column margins indicate sums across contexts for a particular target word, and in row margins indicate sums across
targets for a particular context. Bold indicates total bigram token count. The frequency counts for the other two blocks in the
paradigm are identical, the only difference in blocks being the flanking words (not indicated, and never adjacent to a target). The
structure is identical for paradigm B, but with different words.

Panel (a)

lowfa sykteb lartsue channer refton pooda
P

targets

swech 0 3 3 3 0 3 12
ghire 3 3 0 0 3 3 12
choon 3 0 3 3 3 0 12
P

contexts 6 6 6 6 6 6 36

Panel (b)

lowfa sykteb lartsue channer refton pooda
P

targets

0 3 0 3 3 3 12 klide
3 0 3 3 0 3 12 glaik
3 3 3 0 3 0 12 blit
6 6 6 6 6 6 36

P
contexts
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